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A et. We show in a uniform setting the crucisrl ole of compactness in the theory of the Smyth 
powerdomain of streams. The topological notion of compactness i  characterized in an order- 
theoretical manner, involving a notion of bounded sets. We obtain general results on the continuity 
of operators, and consider applications as diverse as interleaving, hiding and stream programming 
operators. 
This paper originated from writing a tutorial for students on (denotational) stream 
semantics of concurrency, such as used by, e.g., Broy [9,10], Back [l] and De 
Bakker et al. [S]. In the setting of this tutorial, programs are built from atomic 
actions, sequentA composition, alternative composition, parallel composition 
(interleaving or rz-terge) and recursive constructs. In [ 17,181 it was studied how to 
develop a uniform semantics for such a language based upon a powerdomain ordered 
by the Smyth ordering (cf. [26]), which appeared to be equivalent to an observation- 
based semantics in the style of Hoare et al. (cf. [23,6]). In the framework of [ 17,181 
atomic actions are left uninterpreted, so denotations of program statements are sets 
of streams (traces) of atomic actions. Moreover, it is assumed that set of atomic 
actions is finite. Some of the proofs, however, are difficult and not 
notes for students. 
In the meantime we found that using t ilner order instead of the Smyth 
ordering provided a simplification of th So when we wrote the tutorA we 
ose for a stream powerdomain orde 
material could be viewed as an ex 
operators such as interleavi 
uring the elaboration of the material for the lect 
regarding the continuity proofs of th 
arallel composition, the condition oft 
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could be relaxed to a certain condition of bo edness of the stream-sets hat occur 
enotations. Informally, a stream-set is bounded all sets of truncations up to 
e length are finite. The continuity proofs now be and uniform. 
After the completion of the lecture notes we felt that it was interesti 
to write an article on the subject. At some moment we realized that the 
boundedness could also be employed profitably in the 
domain. Moreover, we le d that in this case it was even more crucia 
in the study of the Egli- ner domain the boundedness 
use@2 tool to ease the continuity proofs, in the Smyth powerdomain it is an esseatiol 
requirement for the continuity of the operators under consideration. 
After work done in [ 171 we appreciated the fact.that he finiteness of the alphabet 
is not needed when ealing with the Egli-Milner ordering. This was suggested 
already by the fact th in [l] Back uses the Egli-Milner ordering in order to obtain 
a continuous emantics of unbounded nondeterminism in sequential programming. 
Thus, in the Egli-Milner domain also, the restriction to bounded sets may not be 
strictly needed for continuity. (For the tutorial, the condition of boundedness 
simplified proofs and it held anyway in the case considered.) For continuity in the 
of stream-sets however, the restriction to bounded sets proves 
ounded sets continuity simply fails to hold. Since for a research 
paper it is more interesting to show the extreme cases instead of justthe easy cases, 
we have chosen to treat the topic of boundedness in the Smyth framework. 
We shall give the notion of boundedness, which-in conjunction with closedness- 
is an alternative characterization of the well-known topological notion of compact- 
ness, (cf. [12,13]). We shall prove a fundamental theorem concerning converging 
sequences in bounded sets, upon which we base the rest of our proofs. It is in fact 
this theorem that enables us to give a neat and unified treatment of the issue of 
continuity. We consider functions on sets of streams that are lifted from continuous 
functions on streams a d establish a result concerning the continuity of these lifted 
functions. 
This theorem on lifted functions provides us with a uniform treatment of several 
ons. We consider, for example, operators of uniform concurrency 
ative and parallel composition and hiding, cf. [5,17]) and, by 
interpreting the elements of the alphabet as data elements rather than actions, 
rs of stream programming such as #ail (cf. [4]). Furthermore, we indicate 
is=ation of our theory in the realm of logic programming (cf. 1281). 
In this section we shall give analysis of the Smyth powerdomain in 
rovides the basis for our t 
streams of actions 
Appkations of compactness in th 
efinitioa 2.1. Let A be a (finite of infinite) alphabet 
streams over the alphabet 
We use the following terminology for elements x in A”: x is finished iff XE 
x is unfinished iff x E A .J_ and x is infinite iff x E Awl’. 
&Ion 2.2. The function s&ij~ : A”‘+ 
’ if x = x’.I, 
ifxlrAA’uA” 
. 
Remark. strip removes the J. at the end of an unfinished stream. 
Definition 2.3 
(a) The prefix ordering spr on A*u A” is defined by 
x=$,y iff 3zE *uA”:;mz=y. 
(If x E A”, then x.2 =dcf~) 
(b) For x E As’ we define 1x1 as the length of x; if x E A”, 1x1= 00. 
Furthermore, for n s 1x1, x(n) is the nth action (possibly 1) of x. 
(c) For XE A”’ we define llxll as llxll= Istrip(x)l. 
We put the following relation on streams. 
Definition 2.4 
0 a xS,,y iff 
if x is finished or infinite, then x = y, 
if x is unfinished, then strip(x) s&rip(y). 
09 x<,,y iti xc,,yandxfy. 
emark, The terminology of unfinis ed vs. finished is motivated by the view that 
an element ending with I may approximate another, more defined element, whereas 
a finite element without I cannot approximate any element but itself. 
. u_LsSta, als,ab, a’%<&, but a&&.. 
. For xE st we define x[ 
if Ixl< n, 
x’l ifIx n, w x’spr x s.t. lx’1 = 
The ordering Sst on 
x2 have a common uppe 
then x1 and x2 are corn 
the following proposition. 
property: if two streams x1 and 
are majorized by the same stream x3, 
Formally this is expressed by 
=x3, then we have nothing left to prove. So the only 
at remains is when both x1, x+ A%. In is case 
(x3) and sO+p(xp) d,sttip(x3). If then 
then we have strip(x,) <prstrip(xl), 
o either x1 sslx2 or x~+,~x~. 
e are interested in, there are nondeterministic 
ust consider se e next step is to d 
h ordering [26]. 
n]lxEX} and X(n)={x(n)lxEX}. 
is for all 
this we introduce the notion of 
11. A subset X G A”” is lled jkt iff Vxl, x2 
A flat set of streams i  a set in which alI elements are incomparable and 
(hence) all chains are constant. 
(1) (o.L, a& U&L), (o, al} and {ah_, aiP} are not flat. 
(2) {abl, UC& ad”} and {a tt t 2, 1 2 39*** a a a a a } are flat. 
ASt) be the collection of all flat subsets in 
2.13 
(a) For all X E &(AS’) and for all n 2 0: X[ n J E P&A”‘). 
(b) For all X,, X2~ &(A”‘): ifX, zsX2, then XI = X2. 
rem 4. gs is a partial ordering on 
from each set in this chai 
)i be a chain in Ast) and (Xi>i a
for all i, Xi E Xi. Let x E A”’ such that, for all i, Xi Sot x t?n (Xi)j is Q chain, 
Let i 2 0. We prove that Xi <St Xi+1 . From xi ss;x a 
ition 2.8, that either XisstXi+l or Xi+lsstxi. SU 
xi SstXi+* we can choose X: E Xi SU& that ~i+Xi+l. S 
sequently, xf = xi+1 = Xi since Xi is flat. Hence, it al 
We next prove ttnat ss is a complete partial orderin 54st 1. 
need a charactefirtation of the least up rbound lubi& of 8 chain (Xi) 
2.16. Let (Xi): be a chain in A”‘). Then LUBi Xi =def{lubixi 1 W i: Xi E 
Xi: (xi)i is a chain}. 
We first prove that for fiat Xi, LUBiXi is flat as well. 
sit 2.17. FOG Xi E PdAst) SU& that (Xi), k a chain, LUBiXi E 
f. Let %X’ELU iXi be such that x Sstx’. Since x, X’E LUBiXi, x =lubixi and 
x’= lubixi for some chains (xi)i and (x:)i with xi, X: E Xi for all i For every i it 
holds that: 
xi s,tx SstX’ and xi sst x’. 
So, by Proposition 2.8, xi sstxi or x? < , -stXim However, both xi, X: E Xi and Xi is flat. 
SO .xi = X: . Since this is true for every 4 x = lubi Xi = lubix: = x’. Consequently, LUBi Xi 
is flat. 0 
Next we check that LUBiXi is indeed the least upperbound of a chain (Xi), in 
&-(A”‘). 
Let (Xi)i, Xi E $PdA”‘), be a chain. 7hen 1ubiXi = LUBiXi. 
is an upperbound. Let i ~0. Clearly, 
X E LUBi 3XiE Xi: xib,,x 
since, 
Xi c,LUBiXi. 
iXi, x =lubixi for some chain (xi)i with xi E Xi. Hence, 
iXi is the least upperbound. Let X E PAA”‘) be an upperbound of the 
GS X. Take some x E X. We have to find an X’E LUBiXi with 
ince Xi ss X, we can find xf E Xi such that xi sstx. T’his holds for each i. 
chain. Putting X’ = lubix: we h 
erefore, we may conclude that 
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Note that chains of flat sets satisfy an interpolation 
(Interpolation) 
Let x, b&dSXS, 1 jlat and xl E such thatxp&xp 
exists an x2 E X2 sue/a thst xl sst x2 s St s3. 
(b) Let (Xi)i be a chain offlat sets. Then LUBiXi = LU 
($)j Of (xi)+ 
f. (a): By X2ssX3, there is some x2e X2 with x,s,,;r,. Since both x1 ~,x, 
and x2s,,x3, either x 1 sstx2 or x2 sst x1 by Proposition 2.8. Suppose x2 sstxt. Then, 
by X1 bstX2, there is some xi E X1 with xi sstx23$tx,. By flatness of X,) x’, = x2 = xl 
and a fortiori x1 eStx2. So, in any case, x1 sslx2 sstx3. 
(b): Clearly, LUBiXi = {lubixi )Vi: xi E Xi} G {lubjx+ 1 Vj: X+ E X5} = LUBixii. The 
converse follows by (a) since every chain <s)j, x4 E Xi19 can be extended (by 
interpolation) to a chain (xi)i, xi E Xi (all i). 0 
Proposition 2.28. (z-chains) Let (Xi), be a z-chain in &(A”‘). Then (Xi), is a +chain 
as well, and 1ubiXi = ni Xi. 
Proof. It is readily checked that (Xi), is a s+hain. Furthermore, 
IubiXi = LUBiXi = {lubixi 1 Vi: Xi E Xi}. 
ni Xi G 1UbiXi is clear. (Takt for x E ni Xi the chain (x~)~ with xi = x (all i).) For 
the converse, take x E lub&, i.e., x = lubixi for some chain (xi)i with xi E Xi (all iI. 
Suppose that there are i, i’ such that xi # xi*. Without loss of generality, i c i’, and 
SO Xi gSt up. Since Xi 2 Xi*, both xi E Xi and xi, E Xi. SO we have xi, xii E Xi and 
xi cstxip. This contradicts the flatness of Xi. Consequently, Vi, i’: xi = xi’ l SO the 
chain (xJi is constant and x = lub,x, = xj E Xi (for every j). Hence, x E nj Xi, and 
therefore lub,X, IE ni Xi. q 
Now we car: state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.21. (&?+(A”‘), +, {I!) is a cpo. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.14, ss is a partial ordering on PdA”‘); clearly, (1) is the 
bottom element of the cpa; by Propositions 2.17 and 2.18 we know that every chain 
in PAA”) has a least upperbound in P&A”‘). II 
Finally, in this section we consider the operator min, which is used to “flatten” 
sets within the same, Smyth equivalence class. 
Let X c AS’. Then min(X) is the set of minimal elements in 
min(X)={xEXIl X’EX:x’~,,xhX~#X). 
tion 2.23 
(a) For any X E P(A”‘): min(X) E &(A”‘). 
(b) For all X E 9(A”‘): min(X) as X. 
(c) For all X,, X2e @(A”): X+,X, ~ffmin(X,)~smin(X2). 
(d) For all XI, X2e 9(A*): X, ssX2 #min(X,) = min(X*). 
(e) For X E 9(Ast) and for all n a0: min(X[n]) = (min(X))[n]. 
(f) For any chain (X& in B(Ast) it holds that lubi min( ) = min(lubi Xi)- 
f. (a): We have to pro hat if 4 y E min(X) such that xssty, it holds that 
x = y. Since y E min(X), we w VY’E X:y’s,y*y’ = y. Since x E min(X) E X 
tied x ssty, we thus have that x = y. 
(b): min(X)ssX holds by direct application of the definitions; X s-s min(X) 
holds since min(X) G X 
(c): Directly from (b). 
(d): By (a), (c) and Proposition 2.13(b). 
(e)(%“): Let x~f X such that x[n]~min(X[n]). Choose x’~min(X)~ X such 
that x’+tx Then x’[n] ssrx[ n] and x’[ n] E X[ n]. Since x[ n] E min(X[ n]), x[ n] = 
x’[ n]. So x[ n] = x’[ n) E (min( X))[ n]. 
(“Z’): Let x~min(X); so x[n]~(min(X))[rr]cX[n]. Take x%X such that 
x’[ n] E min(X[ n]) and x’[ n] estx[ n]. Furthermore, take x”e min(X) such that 
xWsstx’. Then x”[n]=Sstx’[n] c,x[n]. By flatness of (min(X))[n], xTn] = x’[n] = 
x[n] since both xw[n] and x[ n] are elements of (min(X))[n]. So x[n] = x’[n] E 
min( X[ n]). 
(f): For every i it holds that Xi SslubiXia SO min(Xi)Gsmin(lubiXi). Hence, 
lubimin(Xi) ssmin(lubiXi). 
On the other hand, lub i min( Xi) = LUB j(min( Xi)) C_ LUBi Xi and consequently, we 
have that 
min(lubiXi)=min(LUBiXi)ssLUBiXicslubimin(Xi). 
Since both min(lubiXi) E &-(A”‘) (by (a)) and lubi min(Xi) E &(A”‘) (by Proposition 
2. IT), lubi min( Xi) = min( 1ubiXi). 0 
of streams 
As was already mentioned in the introduction, the notion of compactness plays 
an important role in the theory of powerdomains of streams. In this section we shall 
introduce this concept characterize it 31 -9rms of properties of streams. After 
we shall prove a ich enables us to establish several 
indite results in S 
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3.1. An introduction to codmpuctness 
Compactness is a well-known and well-studied notion in topology (cf. [l&13]). 
A general topological space is called compact iff every open cover of 





3.1. In a metric space the following three conditions are equittalent: 
M is compact; 
kt is sequentially compact, i.e., et~ry sequence in has c confzr@ng sub-- 
sequence; 
M has the Bolzano- Weierstrass property, Le., every infirrite subset of M has a 
limit point. 
f. See [25, pp. 120-1241. 0 
In computer science compactness i used indirectly in papers on bounded non- 
determinacy (e.g., [2,15,24]) and more directly in process theory (e.g., [7]) and the 
theory of infinite trees (e.g., [22]). Also, in some way, compactness was used in 
[ 17,181 in the form of an assumption of having a finite alphabet of atomic actions 
to ensure continuity of certain semantical operators. In our present paper, however, 
we shall use a more local kind of compactness to ensure continuity of semantical 
operators. We do not require the semantical domain as a whole to be compact (as 
is the case when the alphabet of atomic actions is assumed to be finite), but only 
the stream-sets hat are to act as denotations will have to be compact. 
First of all we want to characterize the notion of a compact set in terms of streams 
and their orderings. We shall see that we obtain a kind of “Heine-Borel” characteriz- 
ation: a stream-set is compact iff it is closed and bounded. 
3.2. Closedness 
We now define the notion of a closed stream-set. 
Definition 3.2. A set X G As’ is called closed iff for every infinitely often increasing 
chain (yi)i in A”’ with Vi 3Xi E X: yi s_stXi t holds that lubiyi E X. 
mark. This notion of closedness i  essentially the same as that of [l], and seems 
slightly ad hoc! In the next proposition we formulate a more natural equivalent. 
St. ?3ren it hold5 : X is closed ifffor all x E A” it holds that X”EX: 
x[n]s,,x,*xEX. 
t X c Ast be closed and #at. Then it holds that for all x E 
: x[n] = x,,[n], then x E X. 
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f. (a): Clear. 
(b): By (a) and Proposition 2.7(a). 0 
Moreover, it is possible to show that this order-theoretical notion of closedness 
is equivalent o the topological notion of closedness when we define a metric on 
streams. 
nition 3.4. For x1, x2 E A”‘, d(x, x2) = 2-inf~n~x~c”1~~~cn3~. (By ccmvgmtion, 2’” = 
0.1 
It is readily checked that d is indeed a metric on A”. 
nition 3.5. A set X c As’ is called d-closed if X is topologically closed with 
respect o the metric d. 
emark. Since (A”‘, d) is a complete metric space, X c As’ is d-closed iff every 
Cauchy sequence in X has a limit within X. 
Now we may state the following proposition. 
position 3.6. A set X E As’ is closed iff it is d-closed. 
f. See [17,18]. 0 
nition 3.7. The class of closed subsets of As’ is denoted by CPJA”‘). 
We no:e that closedness i  preserved by lub (in the context of flat sets). 
Let (Xi)i, Xi E 9&A”‘), be a chain. 7hen 1ubiXi E 9&A”‘). 
See [l]. 0 
. Instead of repeating Back’s proof of this fact we remark that presently, in 
the context of boundedness, we can obtain an easier proof of this result. 
Next, we obtain the following useful properties of closed sets. 
E !&-(A”‘), X = lub,X[n]. 
x E As*, x = lub,x[n]. To establish 
1, i.e., y = lub,x,Cn] for x, E X If 
(x, [ n]), stabilizes, y = x,J n y=x,[no]=x,+,[no+l]=x,+,E 
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For ony X E !P$(A”‘), min( 
f. If X = $9, the result is trivial. Now assume X f 0. By Proposition 2.23(a), 
X) is flat . We have left to be proven that min(X) is closed. Suppose that we 
have a nonstabilizing chain (yJs such that Vi 3xi E min(X): yi sstxi. To be proven 
is that lubiyi E min(X). Clearly, since min(X) G X, Vi 3X, E 
X: yi sstxi. Since X is closed, lubiyi E X. NOW suppos en there 
exists a y E min( X) such that y <,lubiyi- Since now both ys SstlUbiyi and y sst lubiyi 
(for all j), we have, by Proposition 2.8, that Vj: yi gJty v y s,+ If, for all j, yi ssty, 
then y is an upperbound of the yj, SO lubiyi sSry, which together with y s,lub,y, 
contradicts y f lubiyi. SO, 3j: yi gsty. Together with Vj: yj ssty v y estyi we obtain 
3j: 1yj ssty A y sstyj or, equivalently, 3j: y <,tyj. Take such a j,. Then y<sty~~st~~, 
and both y, X~E min( X), contradicting the flatness of min(X). So lubiyi E 
min(X). Cl 
Finally, in this subsection on closedness we obtain a basic property of chains of 
flat, closed sets of streams, which we shall use in Subsection 3.4 for the proof of 
our main theorem. 
Lemma 3.11. Let (Xi), be a chain in P&A”‘) and x E A”’ such that Vi: x[ i] E Xi[ i]. 
Then x E lubiXi. 
Proof. Since x[i] E Xi[i] (for all i), we can choose, for i 2 0, xi E Xi such that 
xi[ i] = x[i]. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: Suppose Vi 3n VX’E Xi: x[ n] gst x’ (*). We now inductively define an 
increasing sequence of indices (i,Jn and a chain (x6), such that 
Vn: X6 E Xi” A x[i,]Gstx:;, sstx[in+J 
as follows. Put iO= 0. By (*) we can, given in, choose an in+* such that VX’E 
Xi,: x[i,,+J sf,, x’. NOW in+l > in, as can be shown thus: if ks in, then 3x% 
xi,: x[k] Gst x’. (For it is the case that Xi” E Xi, and xi,, ast Xi” [i,] = x[ i,,] ast X[ k] 
since ks in.) So if in+, 6 in, there would be some X’E Xi” such that x[in+*] sStx’, 
contradicting the way in+1 has been chosen. Hence, in+* > in. 
BY xi. sSxin+r 3 there exists xl E Xi”, such that xi” sstXi,,+, . Together with the fact 
that x[ i,+,] = x,.+J i,+,] sst xin+, , this implies that either x[i,,+J sst xi” or x6 sstx[ i,,,] 
(Proposition 2.8). Since i,+* was chosen with the property that x[ i,,,] P -,x’ for all 
X’E n and, moreover, xi, E Xi,, it holds that x6 sst x[in+J. rom xi” %xL+J 
x[ in] sstx[ i,,,] we obtain (again by Proposition 2.8) that ei; kr x; <,,x[&] 
x[iJ Gstx: . ence, x[iJ sstx6 since x[ in] = Xi,[inl GstXin an 
contradict” 
x:. <,,.+wJ wcNJ 
the flatness Of xi, (both xi,, 96 E ). Consequently, 
hermore, since, r all n,x~n~,x[i,,,]~,,x,(x::,)n is a 
with upperbou 
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oreover, suppose that x’ is another upperbo nd of ($J,. So x6 sstXI for all 
and thus xl: i,,] ~Stx~~ ence, x = lub,,x[ i,,] s 
least upperbound of (x;),. By Proposition 2.19(b), x E lu 
Case 2: Now suppose 3i Vn ~X’E : x[n] sstx’. Take i such that 3X’E 
&: X[ n] sstx'. Let k 2 & and suppose n k. By Xi dsXn there exists an X”E such 
that xwsst x,, E X,. Since also x[n]=x,,[n]~,x,, we have that ~[n]~,,x” or 
X” c,,.x[ n] (Proposition 2.8). If xH QX[ r1], we have x” cstx[ n] d&, contradictin 
the flatness Of Xi. SO X[n] dstXN. By Xi <sXk GSX,, there exists an X”‘E Xk such 
that x”~~~x”‘G~~x, (Proposition 2.19(a)). So now x[+,x”G,x”‘. Since such an 
x”’ E Xk can be found for any n > k it follows that x E X, by the closedness of X,. 
Consequently, for every k 3 i, x E X, and so x E IubkXk. El 
3.3. Boundedness 
We proceed with the introduction of the central notion of boundedness. Intuitively 
a stream-set X is bounded if X can be represented by a finitely branching tree. 
(The streams in the set X correspond to the paths in the tree.) Formally, we give 
a definition based on truncations. 
efinitlon 3.12. A set X G A”’ is called bounded ifE Vn: X[ n] is finite. 
. Note that if A is finite, any X E A”’ is trivially bounded (but obviously 
not vice versa). Thus this paper can be viewed as a proper extension of the treatment 
of the Smyth domain in 117,181. 
3. The class of flat and bounded stream-sets i denoted by 9&Ast). 
Next we prove a few properties of a chain of flat and bounded stream-sets hat 
we shall need below. The first one states that the infinite union of the sets in a 
<,-chain in 9&A”‘) is still bounded. (Note that this is clearly not generally the 
case for an infinite union of arbitrary sets in CPbdAs’).) 
. Let (Xi), be a chain in &(A”‘). Then Ui Xi is bounded. 
t X=lJjXjm prove the finiteness of X[n] by induction on n. 
sis): X[O] G (I), so X[O] is finite. 
(Induction step): Assume that X[ n] is finite and suppose that X[ n + l] is infini? -. 
Then there exists a sequence (xJi in X and a function f: N + N such that 
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EXf(o)[n+l]i yiGst&[n+l]* nite set, so there is some 
Oj[ n + l] such that y r infinitely many indices i. Ta 
but arbitrary ones of these infinitely many indices, viz. il and ia, 
xi,l n + l] # xi&r + 1). So now we have that 
Y %*Xi,Cn + 11, Yst+4[n+ll, XiJ ?I + l] # q.J n + 11. 
From this it follows that y G,txi,[n]. However, by (ii), xi[n] = XJn] for all i. SO now 
we have y s,txi[ n] for ar6itrmy i Taking i = 0 we obtain y sstxO[ n] +g+Jn + 1] 
and, by flatness of x/(,-,,[n + 11, this implies y = xO[ n] = xO[n + 11, which contradicts 
(iii). Therefore, X[ n + l] is finite. 0 
The following proposition will be of help when we are dealing with operators in 
Section 4 (compare with Proposition 3.10). 
Proposition 3.15. If X c A”’ is bounderl, then min(X) is bounded as well. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.23(e), for every n, (min(X))[ n] = min(X[ n]) G X[ n], which 
is finite. Cl 
The next property we shall prove is rather technical, but plays an essential role 
in the next subsection where we explore properties of compact sets of streams. But 
before we shall prove this technical emma we repeat a version of K&rig’s Lemma 
(see [22]), which will be of considerable help in our proofs. 
Proposition 3.16 (K&rig’s Lemma). Let X be a set, (X,), a sequence in P(X) and 
R G X x X a relation on X such that 
(i) X, is nonempty for all n; 
(ii) X, is finite for all n; 
(iii) Vn Vxn+* E X,,, 3x, E X,: R(x,, xn+*); 
(iv) Un X, k an in$nite set. 
Then there exists a sequence (x,), in X such that Vn: x,, E X,, and Vn: R(x,, x,+~). 
We now arrive at our main, technical emma on chains of flat and bounded sets 
of streams. 
mma 3.17. Let (Xi)i be a chain in P&A”‘), and (xi)i an arbitrary sequence such 
that Vi: xi E Xi. 7hen there exists a subsequence (x,), of (xi)i such that (x,,[n]), is a 
chain. 
Put X={XiIi20}. If is finite, then there is some x E 
for infinitely many i. Trivially, a subsequence <qj>i with xii = x (for all j) satisfies 
Qw, is infinite. e 
x,+} for i 3 0. Note that Yi[ i] is nonempty, for all i Furthermore, 
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Yi[ i] is finite for all i since Y;:[ i] C_ (Ui Xi)[i] and UiXi is bounded by Proposition 
3.14. Moreover, from Yi 2 Y;.+l 1 we have that V;: ss Y;-+, and so also 
Yi[ i] Gfj Y;.+,[ i] ss Yi+l[ i + 11. Con!!+ 
Next we check that Ui ( Y;:[i JJ is an infinite set. It is sufficient o prove that 
Suppose this is not true. Thea we may ch 
such that Vi Vy E Yi[ ii: y E {ye, l l l , YJ. 
Put wr=max{i,,,...,i,}+1 andlet i>m. 
thus lxj[ i]j c i Consequently, xi = xi[ i] 
Y m+l = {*%+ls xm-29 l l -1 s {YO, l l l 9 Yc). 
fact that X = Ym+lv (~0,. . . , x,) is i 
Ui ( Yi[i]) is infinite. 
l =*,ir9Y0E KJiols*~*9YcE yS,Lirl 
quently, Xi[ i] E {yo, . . . , yr} for all i 
n, for every 0~ j s r, 1~~1 G an < i, and 
, yr) (Proposition 2.7(a)). Hence, 
is finite, which contradicts the 
erefore, we may conclude that 
Now choose, by means of Kiinig’s Lemm sequence (yi)i such that Vi: yi E Y[ i] 
and Vi: yi sstyi+l. ‘A% now construct a subsequence (Xi,), Of (Xi)i such that (xi,,[u]), 
is a chain. Put i-l = 1. Choose in+, inductively such that x- l,+l E Y;,“+i and Xi,+,[in +11~ 
~)i,+~. Note that in+* > in because xk E Yi”+l= X\{q, . . . , Xi,} implies k > in, for every 
k (and, consequently, for k = i,,,). 
Now we may check whether (x,[ n]), is indeed a chain: from in+ c in it follows 
that 
xi,[i,-,+l]=Yin_l+lbs,Yi”+l=xi,+,[in+ll . 
SO that (by the fact that Vn: in 3 n) Xi”[ n] bSfXi”+l[n] d,tXi”+,[n+ 11. Cl 
3.4. Properties of compact stream-sets 
in this subsection we shall explore some basic properties of flat and compact sets 
of streams, combining the facts we have already seen for closed and bounded sets. 
In particular, we shall prove a fundamental- ough technical-property of chains 
of those compact stream-sets, on which we s 1 base further proofs. We show that 
the Smyth dokmain of flat and compact strea ets is a complete partial order. But 
first we shall prove a “Heine-Borel” c haract ion of compactness, which enables 
us to use the result of Subsections 3
A set X c ASf is compact ifl it is closed and bounded. 
f. (“1”) (closedness): Assume X is co act and suppose that (Xi)i, Xi E X, is 
a Cauchy sequence. Then, by (sequential) compactness, this sequence contains a 
ence (Xij)j with lim+ij E SO also limi& 
n 3.6). 
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(Boundedness): Assume X is compact 
that X[n] is infinite. Take the least n w 
X[O] = {I}.) Then X[ n - l] is finite. This implies that 
n there is an n such 
ote that n > 0 since 
is an infinite set. Take an infinite subset X& X with X,(n) = A0 and Vx, x’ 
X0: x(n) # x’(n). Then X0 doe& not contain a convergin subsequence (
of X0 has distance 92-” to each other), contradicting the 
property of a compact set. 
(‘W’): Assume that X is closed and bounded. Take some sequence (x& xi E X. 
Since X is bounded, X[n] is a finite set for any n. As (Xi)i is an i&&e sequence, 
there is some x(“)E X[n] such that x”‘) = xJn] for infinitely many i. This holds for 
all n. So we can inductively define a chain (x(“))n, x(“) E XEn], with x(“) = xi[ n] for 
infinitely many i. Since (x(“))n is a chain, it is a Cauchy sequence. oreover, since 
for every x(“) we can find an in such that xi,[ n] = x(“) and xi” E X, we have that (Xc,)/ 
is a Cauchy sequence within X. By the closedness of X, limjxij exists and is an 
element of X (Proposition 3.6). Consequently, every sequence in X has a converging 
subsequence and thus X is (sequentially) compact. El 
Definition 3.19. The class of flat, closed and 
9*( Ast). 
Remark. By Theorem 3.18 we are justified to 
and compact. 
bounded stream-sets i denoted by 
refer to elements of P*(A”‘) as flat 
Next we prove our fundamental theorem on’chains of compact (i.e., closed and 
bounded) and flat stream-sets. To this end we use the following easy proposition. 
Proposition 3.20. Let (x,)” be a sequence such that (xn[ n]), is a chain. Moreover, let 
x=lub,,x,Jn]. Then it holds that Vk3mVnam: x,,[k]=x[k]. 
Proof. LetkE~.Forn~kwehavex,[k]d,,x,(n)~,x,sox,[k]~,,x[k].Moreover, 
if x,Ck]s,,x[k], then xn[k]=xn = x,Cn] by Proposition 2.7(a). If Vn 3 k: 
Xn[kl<stX[kl, then there exists a y E As’ such that Vn 3 k: x,,[n] = 
xnIkl %tY <st;re[kl -st < x contradicting the definition of x. Hence we can choose 9 
m 2 k such that x,,J k] = x[ k]. For n 3 m it holds that x[ k] = x,[ k] sst x,[ k] sst x[ k]. 
Conclusion: Vn 3 m: x,,[k] = x[k]. El 
Lemmas 3.11 zad 3.17 can be combined into the following theorem which is an 
order-theoretical analogue of sequential compactness of compact sets. 
3.21. (a) Let (Xi), be a chain in P”(A”‘) and (xi)i a sequence in As’ such 
that Vi: xi E Xi. 7Ren there is a subsequence (xik)k of (xi>i such that (xi,[k])k is a chain 
with lubkxi,C k] E 1ubiXi. 
(b) Let X E P(A"') and (xi)i a sequence in X. 7h0l there purists 4 su 
(X,)r, Of (Xi)i SUCh thN (xi,[k])k is iQ C?l& with fUhkXiJ 
f. (a): By Lemma 3.17, there is a subs 
chain. Now, consider the (sub~~hain (Xi& 
kX& = lu sition 2.19(b)). 
(b): Directly from (a) since (Xji is a (constant) chain. El 
By means of this rheorem we are able to establish some important facts. The first 
one of these is that lub preserves edness. We also include here the proof that 
lub preserves closedness ince in the context of boundedness we can provide a 
simpler proof of this fact than that of [ 11. 
Let (Xi), be a &ah %J P(A”‘). en lUbiXi is closed and bounded. 
(Closedness): Let y E A* and (x,,), a sequence in IukiXi such that 
Qn: y[n] sst h. We have 10 PIXIV~ that y E IUbiXi. Since X, rslub,Xi (all n), there 
is a sequence (x’,), with x”, E X, and x’, sst ;rr, for all n. By Theorem 3.21, there is 
a subsequence (x&.)~ of (x’,), such that (~&[k])~ is a chain with lub&,[ k] E lubiXi. 
t x’ = lubkx&[ k]. From y[ nk] sscGk and x&[ k] sStx& sStx,, we obtain by Propo- 
sition 2.7 that either 
However, y[ nk] s,,x&[k] together with the fact that y[&] E A”k.L implies that 
y[ nk] = x:,[k]. So, in any case, xLk[k] GSty[nk] sSty. Hence, x’= lubkxk,[k] %y- 
Suppose that xk A*._L. Since y E A”, we now can choose a k such that 
x’ <,t yf nk] cStxnk. This contradicts the flatness of lubiXi. Next, suppose that x’ E A*. 
Then, by x”s,ty, x’= y E A*, contradicting y E A? Consequently, X’E A” and thus 
(by X's,Y) y=X'E 1ubiXi. 
(Boundedness): We prove by induction cn n that (lubiXi)[n] is a finite set. 
( is): (lub &)[O] c_ (I} is finite. 
(induction step): Suppose tha: (lubiXi)[u j is finite and let x E (lubiXi)[n]. NOW 
define Y(X) = {y E IubiXi 1 y astx). If x E lub,Xi, then Y(x) = {x} because lub,Xi is 
flat. If x @ lub,Xj, then it holds that x E A”..L and there exist a k and an xk E Xk such 
that X est xk (because x = (lubi Xi)c IZ] gst lubixi for some sequence (xi)i with xi E Xi 
(all i)). Furthermore, for every y E Y(x) there is some xi E Xk with xis,* y since 
y E Y(x) implies y E lubiXi = LUBiXi, i.e., y = lub,x: for some sequence (x:bi with 
Xi (all 9). For such an xi it holds that x <,txi or xi~~~x (by xj,~~,y, x<,~ ye 
(x) and Proposition 2.8 again). If x&x, then xkf,X Cst xk, contradicting the 
erefore, 
: x qt xi ss* y. 
“._I. we obtain x~[ti+l]=y[n+l]. So V(x)[n-tlJe= 
finite. This holds for any 
Il_j{V(x)[n+I]]xEX[n]} is finite. 0 
3.23. ( 9*(ASt), Ss, {L}) is a complete partial order. 
f. By Proposition 2.18 and Theorems 2.21 and 3.22. 13 
Chains (X,,,),,, of bounded sets satisfy a curious property: if we ta n-truncations 
XJn] of X,, then we know already that (X,,,[P#~ is also a chain; but in the case 
of bounded sets this chain stabilizes precisely at the n-truncation of the least 
upperbound lub,X, other words, (lub,X,,,)[n J can be approximated in a finite 
number of steps via the truncations Xm[~]. 
We shall give two different proofs of this property. The first proof is interestin 
since it employs a few lemmas that are interesting in themselves. The second proof 
uses Theorem 3.11 again. 
For both proofs we need the following lemma, which states the continuity of 
truncation. 
Lemma 3.24, For any n, l [n] : 9*(Ast) + iP*(A”‘) is continuous. 
mf. Monr tonicity is easy to verify. Let (X,), be a chain in S*( A”‘). By monoton- 
icity, lub,(X,,Jn])~,(lub,X,&r]. To prove the converse, take x~lub,(X,[n]), 
i.e., x = lub,x,[n] for some sequence (x,), with x, E Xm such that (x,,,[n])m is a 
chain. Note that this sequence (x,), need not be a chain isself! By Theorem 3.21, 
there exists a subsequence (x,,Jk of (x,,J,,, such that (~,,[k])~ is a chain and 
x’ =dcflubkx,,,k [ k]E lub, X,,, . Thus, x’[n] E X[n]. By the continuity of l [n] on 
streams, 
(lub~;K,,lkl)fnl = ~ub&k[klbl) = ~ubdx,,lkllnl) 
=lUbk~,(&,[n])=lub,&[n] =x. 
So x = x’[n] E X[n]. Hence, lub,,,(X,,Jn]) G (lub,X,)[n] and thus 
WmX,Xnl % WdLbl). n 
Remark. This continuity result can in fact be viewed as a special case of the continuity 
of functions on compact and flat sets of streams that are “lifted” from continuous 
stream-based functions. This general result will be proved in Sectior 4. 
We proceed with a few additional pro erties of chains of bounded sets. 
Let (X,,,), be a chain of bounded sets aad ?et n c w be jixed. 7?zen 
3m Vm”S da 112: XJn] 2 X*Jn]. 
Euppose that there is not such an m. 
and an x,,,*+~ ~X,,,~+~[nl such that x,,,~ 
XJ n] SS Xm++J n] in th 
at depth m is an element 
tree). By Kiinig’s Lemma, th 
extension of JCO unto jqj%&? 
en there 
L Suppose that there is not such an . Then we have that X, 2 X,+, for all 
M. Since X0 is finite9 ere is an nt, such that X,, =fl, contradicting the 
assumption. EI 
a chain of nonempty, bounkd sets of streams a
f. By Lemma 3.25, the chain (XJn]),,, is a z-chain from some index m’ 
onwatds. By position 2.20 
l~b~x*[n] = lubm~&Xm[n] =nmame XJnl, 
y Lemma 3.26, ?nz-PrI * xsnl, = X,[n] for some rn+ m’. 
*(A”‘) such that X,,, # 8 for all m, and let 
ere exists an m, such that lub, X,J n] = X,Jn] # 8. 
By Corollary 3.27, there is an m. suclh that lub, X,,,[ n] = X%[ n], by Lemma 
3.24, (lub Xnn)[n] = lab, X,,,[n]. CI 
ised in [3, Remark 2.lcb.l] whether, 
erally, <,-chain) (X,), such that X” # 8 for all n, it holds 
ns oft res . 
f of 
Theorem 3.21 is the follows 
ich is more di tion 
x,,, E X#,,[ n]\(lubk X&-j for all m, Proposition 2.10(c), (X&8]), is a chain 
and by Lemma 3.24, (lub, X&t] = tub,(X,Jn]). By Theorem 3.21, there is a 
subsequence (x,& of (x,), such that (x&]}~ is a chain with 
]E lub,X,Jnl= bhJLb[nl. 
kXm,[k]. Since x E (lub,X,J n], x is not infinite and thus there is some 
such x,,,J[ kJ = x2 Since XmJ n] =+ (l&,X, )[ n], there exists a y E X,,,,,C n] 
S&I that y s-stx So now 
and thus y = x = x,,,Jb] = xnrn by flatness of XmJ[a?,* However, xMkO = x E 
(lubkXk)[n] contradicts the fa&hat we have chosen x, E X,J n]\(lubkXk)[ n] for 
all m. Consequently, there must be an m such that X&z] SG (lu&-X~ )[ n], and 
therefore X,Jn]~&bkX~)[n]. Since also X,En]ss(lubkXk)[n] hotds, we have 
that Xm[n] = (lub&)[n]. Q 
From Theorem 3.29 we infer a quick w-diary which we shall m in Se&m 4. 
Let (X,), be a chain in iP*(N’). 73en 3n m Via m: X&n] = 
(lub~Xk)M- 
Let n MI. Then, by Theorem 3.23, there is MI m such that 
)[n]. Let 12 m. From X* ssXIss Iubk it fotk~s that 
Finaliy, in this section we show that the properties o 
such as stated in Theorems 3.21 and 3.29 do not generally 
sets. 
2.20) lubiXi = ni Xi = 0. Note that Xi[ I]= {al} for all i Hence, for all m, 
{al} = X,[ l] = lubi(Xi[ I]) # (lubiXi)[l] =S[l] = 0. 
So altl: XJl] = (lubiX,)[l] and thus Theorem 3.29 does not hold for unbounded 
sets. Moreover, take the sequence (x& = (Uai)i. NOW oai E Xi, all 4 but there is clearly 
no subsequence (ZK& of (xi)i such that (~i,[k])k is a chain and lubkxi, E 1ubiXi = 0. 
(2) Take Xi = (4’ 1 k > i} (i 3 0). Note that am e Xi, SO Xi is not closed (all i). 
Again 1ubiXi =ni Xi = @, SO (lub, &)[ l] = 0, but lubiXi[ I]= lubi(ol} = (al}. Fur- 
thermore, take u”‘” E Xi for each i a 0. NOW, although (a’+*[ i])i = (a’l)i is a chain, 
its least upperbound 11~ L 1ubiXi =: B). 
After having investigated some basic properties of compact (and flat) sets of 
streams we now turn to functions with values in the domain of compact and flat 
atream-sets. In particular, we shall concentrate in this section on functions that are 
defined originally on streams and that are then lifted to functions defined on compact 
sets of streams. We shall see that in this case well-definedness of” the functions thus 
lifted is guarantee and that, moreover, lifting preserves continuity. This notion of 
lifted functions can be applied in several cases, as will be shown in Section 5. 
* Without loss of genera!ity we shall restrict ourselves to unary functions only. 
Let f beAa stream-based function, i.e., f: A st + 9*(Ast). We are now interested in 
a version f off lifted to (compact and flat) sets defined as follows. 
nit10 .l. For f :AS’+ 9*(A”‘) we define f [ -1, f: 9)*(ASt)+ 9*(A”‘) by 
f [Xl = uxcxfW and f(X) = min(f [Xl). 
. ( 1) So 1 is the collection of minimal elements of the collection of (element- 
wise) applications off on the elements of its argument. The operator min is added 
in order to guarantee jlatness of the result f(X). 
(2) Note that also simple functions f: AS’ + AS’ can be considered in our treatment 
by viewing f as the function hx.{f(x)} of functionality AS’- 9 P*(ASt). 
function J where f ma 
e monotonicity off [ l ] and] is easy to prove. 
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as well. 
+ CP*( A”‘) 69 monotonic. en f [a ] and 3 ate .monotonic 
f. Suppose X +,X2. Take y2Ef[X2], i.e., y+f(q 
X1 asXz, there is an xl E XI such that x1 sJt ~2. Since f is m 
So there is some yl e f(x,)s f [XJ such that y1 sst y2. 
Consequently, also 
_fWJ = midf [&I) WWf 1x21) -AX,> 
by Proposikion 2.23(c). Cl 
In order to derive the we%definedness of f (i.e., 3 preserves closedness and 
boundedness) and its continuity we employ the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let f: A”’ + B*(A”‘) be continuous and let X E P*(ASt). men (f [X[ i]])i 
is a chain in P(A”‘) and f [X] =s lub,f[X[i]]. 
Proof. By the monotonicity off, (f[X[ i]])i is a chain (Proposition 4.2). 
We first prove that f [X] ss lubifcX[i]]. Let y E lubifcX[i]], i.e. y = lubiyi for 
some chain (yi)i with yi e f [X[ i]] for all i. Take, for all i, Xi E X such that yi E f (XJ i]). 
Since X E 9*(A”‘), there exists a subsequence (xik)k of (xi)i such that (xi,[ k])k is a 
chain with lubkxi,[k] E lubiX[i] = X (Theorem 3.21). Note that, for all ic, 
f(+[k])ssf(+[iJ) (because of k~ik). SO for all k there are zk~f(~i~[k]) with 
zk %t yik= 
We now show that (zk)k is a chain. For every 4 Z& sStyik sstyik+I and zk+l sStyik+I, 
SO either zk CstZ&+l or &+I C& (Proposition 2.8). Suppose zk+] <&?& -Chen, by 
f (;Ki,Ckl) ssf(Xi,+,Ck + 11) and 2 k+l E f(x,,,[k+ 1]), there is a Z; E f(Xi,[k]) with 
z; Sstzk+l Cstzk. This contradicts the flatness of f(Xi,Ck]). Hence, zk sStzk+I. hrt 
z = lub,z,. Then it holds that 
(by continuity off and lubkxi,C k] E X). Moreover, z = lub,zk sst lub,~yi, =y. Hence, 
f [X] ss lub,f[X[ i]]. 
Finally, we prove that Iub,f[X[ i]] +Esf [Xl: let x E X. By continuity of J 
f (XI =f (lubiX[ i]) = lubif(x[ i]) = {lubiyi 1 Vi: yi Ef(x[i])} 
s holds for 
By means of this lemma we obtain the following theorem. 
Let f : As’ + P*( A”‘) be continuous. T&en, for all 
S*(A”‘) an&X) = lub,j’(X[n]). 
Let X E g*( A”‘). Note that (f [X[n]&, is a chain in (Ast) and that 
n]] = (_jxEXlnl f (x) is a jfnite union of bounded and clos sets, so again 
bounded and closed. Hence, (I( X[ n])), = (min( f [ X[ n]])jn is a chain in Sp 
(By Propositions 2.23(c), 3.10 and 3.15.) So, by Proposition 2.17 
lub,,&X[n]) E 9*(Ast). Furthermore, by Lemma 4.3, f [X] ~~1 
min f [X] =smin(lubJIX[n]]) and thus min( f [Xl) = min(lubJ[X[ n]]) since 
both sets are flat (Proposition 2.23(d)). So now, 
j(X) = min(f [X]) = min(lubJ[X[ n]]) = lub, min( f [X[ n]]) 
by Proposition 2.23(e). Consequently, f(X) = lub,&X[ n]) E g*( Ast). a 
To get the continuity off we use the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Let F: P*(A”‘) + gP*(Ast) be monotonic ‘Tlhen F is continuous iff VX E 
9*( A”‘): F(X) = lub, F( X[ n]). 
. 
f. (“e=)‘): Clear since X = lub,X[ n]. 
(“3”): Let (X,), be a chain in S*(A”) and let X = lub,X, E 9*(A”‘). By the 
monotonicity of F, both (F(X,,,)), and (F(X[ n])), are chains and, moreover, 
Vm Vn: F(Xm[n])<sF(X,) since XJn] ss X, (all m, n). We now choose induc- 
tively on n a subsequence (X& of (X,), such that Vn: X,&I] = X[n]: by The- 
orem 3.29, 3mo: X%[O] = X; Given ml,. . . , m,, by Corollary 3.30, 3m Vk> m: 
X&I + l] = X[n + I]; take m,,, = maxim, m1 + 1,. . . , m, + 1); then m,,, > m, and 
Xm,+Jn + l] = X[n + 11. So now 
F(X) = lub, F(X[n]) = lub, F(X,,,,[n]) s,lub, F(XJ = lub, F(X,) 
using Proposition 2.19(b). Cl 
Theorem 
Note that, by combining Lemma 4.5 with the well-definedness proof of 
4.4, we obtain the fact that a continuous function preserves compactness, 
which is well-known in a purely topological setting (cf. [12,13]). 
By means of Lemma 4.5 we obtain immediately this theorem. 
+ P*(ASt) be continuous. Then 1 is continuous. 
By Proposition 4.2, j is monotonic. By Theorem 4.4, j(X) = lub,&X[ n]) 
for all X E P*(A”‘). So, by Lemma 4.5, f is continuous. Cl 
nstructive to provide also a roof of this theorem directly via our 
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(alternative). Let ( )i be a chain in 
= 1ubiXi. By the monotonicity of f (Prop0 
sufficient o prove F(X) sslubiF( Xi). Take y E lubiF( Xi), i.e., y = lubiyi fur some 
chain (yi)i with yi E F(Xi) (all i). Take xi E Xi such that yi Ef(Xi)* By Theorem 3.21 
there is a subsequence (Xik)k of (Xi)i such that (Xi,[ k])k is a chain with IubkxJ k] E 
1ubiXi = X. By f(Xi, [ k]) ssf( Xi,) (all k), there are for all k Z& E f( xik [k]) such that 
ok SStyik Ef(XS,)- Since zk GStyik cstyik,, and ++I sstyik+t, either 
z/c %Gf+r or zk+] Gst zk (Proposition 2.8). 
By f(Xi,[k]) ssf(Xi,+,[k]) ssf(Xik+,[k+ 11) and the flatness of f(xJk]), we have 
zk astzk+*. So <z& is a chain. Put z = lub,zk. Then 
Since =f [Xl, there exists a w E!(X) = min(f[X]) with w sst z = 
iubkq d,,lubkyi, = J’. q 
Remark. Note that the truncation function l [n] : P*( Ast) + P*( A”‘) is a special case 
of a continuous function f: As’ + P*(A”‘) which is lifted: for X E P*(A”‘), 
XInl = LX Mnl) = mWL {CnlD 
(Note that X[n] is flat already, so X[n] = (min X[n]).) The reason why we have 
chosen for a separate proof of the continuity of . [n] on P*(A”‘) in Section 3 is 
that we needed this result for the lemmas leading up to Theorem 4.6. By taking the 
altarnative route (directly via Theorem 3.21), it becomes possible to derive Lemma 
3.24 from Theorem 4.6 without circularity of reasoning. 
Theorem 4.6 states that every lifted continuous stream-based function is con- 
tinuous. However, as one may suspect, not every continuous function F: P*(A”‘) 4 
P*(A”‘) is a lifted version of a continuous stream-based function. We shall show 
this in the next propositions. 
Proposition 4.7. Let X E P*(A”‘). If X # fl, then sup{y E pi”‘1 3x E X: y sst x} exists. 
Define If: P*(A”‘)\@+ A”’ by If(X) = sup{y E As’1 3x E X: y sst x} 
and LF: @:(A”‘) + !P*(A”‘) by 
Then it holds that 
(a) LF is continuous; 
(b) there is no f: st + SP*( Ast) such that f = LF. 
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(a) (monotonicity): Let X, YE 9*( “‘) such that X s 
Y = 8, trivially, F(X) <sLF( Y). So now consider 
X: xesty and x E X: If(X) sst x it follows that 
lf( X) sst lf( Y) and thus 
LF(X) = (If(X)} ss{lf( Y)} = LF( Y). 
(Continuity): By Lemma 4.5, it is sufficient o prove that LF(X) s&b, LF(X[ n]) 
for all X E tP*(A”). Let X E P*(Ast). If X = , the assertion is trivial, so now assume 
X # 0. From Vx E X: If(X) Gst x we obtain Vn Vx E X: lf(X)[ n] sst x[n], so Vn Vx E 
X[ n]: lf(X)[ n] sst x By the definition of If we now have Vn: If(X)[n] sst lf(X[n]). 
Hence, 
‘if(X) = lub,(lf(X)[n])s,, lub, lf(X[n])- 
Consequently, 
LF(X) = (If(X)} sst {lub, lf( X[ n])} = LUB,{lf(X[nl)) 
= LUB, LF(X[ n]) = lub, LF(X[ n]). 
(b): Suppose there exists an f: A”’ + 9*(A”‘) with r= LF. Choose u, 6 E A with 
a f b. Then 
=midf(a)ufW =min(min(f(a))umin(f(b))) 
= minbWf Ml) u midf [WI)) = min(_fC{a)) u&b})) 
=min(LF({a})uLF({b}))=min({a}u{b})={a, b}, 
which is a contradiction. So there is no f with f= LF. Cl 
Finally, a few words about the role of jlatness in our theory. Although the 
properties of closedness and boundedness have been given the principal part of our 
work, flatness plays a very important, and perhaps underestimated, subsidiary part. 
As will be clear when checking the proofs, flatness is omnipresent in these proofs, 
from the most t;-ivial propositions up to the main lemmas and theorems. Whereas 
the notions of closedness and of boundedness have a topological analogue, flatness 
is typical for our order-theoretic approach. It is intrinsic in our domain and without 
it most of our results would not hold any longer. For instance, the “unflattened” 
lifted version f [ l ] of a continuous function f : A”’ + 9(A”‘) does not preserve 
compactness, as is shown by the following example. 
e. Let f: AS’-, P( St) be defined by 
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Clearly, f is monotonic and continuous. owever, f* : P( Ast) + (A”‘), defined by 
f(X) =fCX], does not preserve closedness: f’(a* u a”) = a* u {I}, which is not 
closed. On the other hand, of course, f= min(f[ l ]) does preserve closedness (and 
boundedness) (Theorem 4.4). 
. 
The theory of Sections 3 and 4 can be applied fruitfully in a number of areas in 
denotational semantics of programming languages. We shall briefly touch upon a 
few examples, viz. uniform imperative concurrency [S, 8, 9, 201, stream pro 
ming [4,11,27] and logic programming [ I4,16,28]. 
5.1. Uniform imperative concurrency 
In [S] an outline is given of several approaches to semantics of imperative 
languages with concurrency and recursion. In 1191 also hiding is considered. The 
syntax of the language L ulc we shall concern ourselves with in this example is as 
follows. 
Definition 5.1. For s E LUIC: s..- l~-~I~~;S21~~~S21~111~~I~\~I~~~~/~~~l~l~~C~l~ 
Rhnarks. a E A is an atomic action in a (possibly infinite) alphabet A; it is left 
uninterpreted, hence the name “uniform concurrency”; sl;s2 stands for sequential 
composition; s1 u s2 for nondeterministic hoice; s1 11 s2 for interleaving; s\a for 
hiding a from s; s(a2/ul) for renaming a1 into ~2~ and &s] is a recursive call of 
s (possibly) containing the variable x E Stmv, the class of statement variables (cf. 
1% 191). 
The semantical operators associated with ;, u , 11, \ and </) are as follows. 
Definition 5.2. Let Af = A* u A*.I. 
(a) concatenation 0 : A,x Ar+ P(A,) is given by 
&OX= x, { 1 Lox=(l), axoy={a(xoy)}; 
(b) union +:AfxAf+ 9(Af) by x+y = min{x, y}; 
(c) merge 11: Af x Af + !P( Af) and leftmerge k : Af x 
EU_x={xl, qLY =w, 
4LY =4xIIY), xllY=cxllv)+(YlLxh 
(d) hiding \a : Af+ 9(Af) by 
e\a = 14, l\a = U-1, ax\a = x\a, 
a’x\a = a’(x\a) if a # a’; 
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ax(aJa,) = a(x(a21a,)) if a # al. 
We shall now illustrate our theory by means of these functions. In fact, it is 
possible to obtain continuous lifted versions of these functions via two ways. 
We next describe the first one. 
efinition 53. For 0 E { 0, +, II}, x, y E As’ we define 
X@Y = ~ub,Wd@yl~l~, x\a = lub,(x[n]\a), 
x(&4 = ~~bk4nlW~d)~ 
These functions can be shown to be continuous as is expressed in the following 
proposition. 
itioa 5.4 0, +, 11: A”’ x A”’ + 9*( A”‘) and \a, (aJa,) : As’ + P*( As’) are con- 
tinuous. 
f. We only show continuity of 0. Let (x,), and (y,&, be arbitrary chains 
in A”, and let x =iub,,~,,, and y =lub,,,ym. For every n there exists an m such 
that x[n]=x,[n] and y[n]=y,Jn] (take m sufficiently large). So 
~[tr]~y[n]~~~lub~(x~[n]oy,[n]). Consequently, 
xoy=lub,(x[n]oy[n]) %tlubmWmx,bl 0 y&I) 
=lub,(lub,x,[n]oy,[n])=lub,x,oy,. Cl 
Furthermore, define lifted versions of 0, +, 11 and \a as usual: for @ E @, +, II}, 
and X, YE P*(A”) 
X@^ Y = min(O[X, Y]), X(\@ = mW\~)[Xl), 
W&W = mWa21alWl). 
These functions are o 
obtain i 
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m 525. oA, +A, II^, \a^ and (a2/aljh are well-de#ned and continuous. 
. (1) We checked that also the synchronization merge of [S] can be treated 
in this way. Our theory thus provides an alternative and more uniform proof method 
of the continuity of the semantical operatiors occurrin 
(2) Note again the crucial role of compactness. For instance, consider Xi = 
{ak 1 i < k < O} for i 2 0. Then (Xi)i is a chain of nondosed, but bounded stream-sets 
and lubiXi =ni Xi ~0. Furthermore, take Yi = {au) for a11 i a 0. SO 1ubiXi 0 & = 
lubi{a”} = {a*}, whereas 
By taking A={aO,a,,... }, Xi = {at} and Yi = A\{aO, . . . , ai}, we obtain a similar 
example of discontinuity in the case of nonbounded but closed sets: IubiX: 0 Y: = 
lubi{af}={a~}, but (1ubiX:) 0 (lubi Y:) ={af}~B=@. 
For oA, +*, \a^ and (aJa,)^ this route is very easy to take, but regarding IIA this 
way of proceeding involves still quite some work in proving the continuity of the 
function 11: AS’ x As’ + SP*(Ast). 
Therefore, it might be more convenient o take another route for “difficult” 
functions like 11: Define a version of II- on the collection iP,(A,) of finite and flat 
subsets of Af. Clearly, 9&Af) C_ 9*(Ast). This is done as follows. 
Definition 5.6. For X, YcPti(Af), XII’Y=min(U{xllyIx~X,y~ Y}). 
This function iI_ clearly is well-defined. 
Dethition 5.7. For X, YE P*(A”‘), XII0 Y= lub,X[n]iI’ YCnl- 
Note that 11” is well-defined since IIN is monotonic. 
Clearly, for X, YE PB(Af) it holds that X 11” Y = XII- Y. So now we have the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 5.8. For every X, YE P*(A”‘): XII” Y = lubnXIR]IIo Y[n]. 
Therefore, we may directly apply Lemma 4.5. 
.9. 11”: 9*(Asf) x 9*(A”‘) + a*@?) is continuous. 
inally, it is left to the reader to check that the two ways are equivalent. 
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5.10. For all X, YE g*(A”‘): Xl1 A Y = 
The continuity of the operators allows us t ‘ve a denotational semantics for 
LuIc as usual (cf., e.g., [2]). 
efinition 5.IL Let y E r = Stmv+ P*(A”‘). The semantic mapping 
(r + iP*( Aa)) is given by the clauses 
(ii) BsI;Al(~) = IMKr) gA 
(iii) 1% v A(Y) = Is,B( Y) 
(iv) lb*llszD(Y) =lMiir~ ll”uhll(Y), 
(4 Us\a)(r)=Usg(y)(\a)", 
(vi) Us~a2laJllb4 =Udlb4Gz2/aJ", 
(viii) uPJml(Y) = PCwI4l(Ywlx~)l, 
where @P denotes the least fixed point of a function @ and y{X/x} E r is as y, 
but such that y(X/x}(x) = X 
5.2. Stream programming 
By viewing the alphabet A of Section 5.1 as a set of data elenAz-sits rather than 
uninterpreted actions and adding functions As’ + ‘*, we cbtain a stream program- 
ming language in t.le style of [4,1&U, 271. 
efinition 5.12. SE LsP is given by 
ema (1) a E A is a data element from the ( ossibly injinit~) set A of data 
elements. 
(2) Denotations of s are streams in AS’. Those f S are stream-sets ‘k P*(A”). 
(3) Since in this subsection we do not consider our language to be imperative, 
we write the concatenation operator as “.” rather 
(4) The semantical counterparts l, tion 5.2; so we may 
assume continuous, lifted versions l “, th the properties desired. 
(5) Operators f are meant to denote sst- am-based functions 
f : AS* + P*(A’*). co, by Theorems 4.4 and 4.6, they have well-defised and continuous, 
lifted versions f: P*(ASt) + P*(ASt). 
So, in a similar w 
semantics of LsP bast: 
Section 5.1, we obtain immediately a denotationa! 
ed-point theory. 
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le. Take = Ibl, fi( s) = s + 1; Jz = tail with meanin 
JG!s) =f2W = {EL fi(U =fi(U =(I), 
fi(ax)=(a+l)=f,(x) forXEAr, 
fi(x) = lub,,&(x[n]) for x E A*, 
fi(ad = {4 for x E A’“. 
Clearly, f1 and f’- are continuous functions As’ + “). So, by Theorems and 
4.6, their lifted versions f,, s;? :9*( A”‘) --, SP*( st) are w&d&n& and continuous_ 
In this language one can program streams like Fibonacci’s: CL 
Remark. Note that since we do not employ contra&e functions as in 141, we do 
not have to bother about the notion of guardedness. Thus, in our framework we 
can treat a proper superset of the functions dealt with in [4]. However, we still 
problems with functions such as perm defined by 
perm(x) = 
{ 
the set of all permutations of x if x E A* u A*, 
perm(x’).l, if x = x’._L 
for two reasons. 
(1) perm is not a continuous function ASt+ P(A”‘): 
(2) perm(x) is not bounded for all x E A”‘: 
perm( a1 a2 a3 . . .) = a,X,ua2X,ua3X3u-‘0 
forsomeXj(i~1)andso(pe~(a,a2a3...))[1]={a~,a2,a3,...}isin~nite! 
5.3. togiic programming 
The notion of bounded stream-sets was originally investigated by one of the 
authors (E. de V.) in the context of infinite logic programming (see [21,28]). In 
order to give a denotational semantics of infinite logic p grams, one has to handle 
infiniteness and nondeterminacy. Moreover, the sema * shoasld be compositional. 
Infiniteness of computations can be modelled 5e or infinite) streams of 
substitutions. Thus, the nth substitution in a stream reflects the resolution of all 
subgoals of depth n. Nondeterminism can be embedded in the semantics by the use 
of sets of streams instead of just streams. Compositionality can be handled by 
dovetailing the denotations of the conjuncts of a conjunction in order to obtain the 
denotation of the conjunction itself. 
To be more specific, kt Prog be the collection of logic programs, i.e., the collections 
of finite sets of program-clauses and let Goal be the collections of goal-clauses. ( 
follow the terminology of [ 161.) Let Subst be the collection of substitutions and let 
nv be the collections of environments, i.e., Env = Goal + P*( Subst”‘). (The environ- 
s are used to treat recursion.) We want a function D: -9 Env -, Goal + 
8*(Subst”‘) to give meaning to a logic and a goal in a in environment. 
First we define the dovetailing o s II&, : Subst* w Subst +su is 
defined by 
(0 X&O 8=x and e&y=y, 
(2) x&,I=iBc,y=L, 
4v =mguk 8) L (x 
stands for a most ge : Subst”’ xSubst”’ + (SubstS’) 
by x & y = {l~b~x[ n]Bt, y[n]}. it is easily verified that & is well-defined a2d con- 
tinuous. So we can lift $ to a map &“: 
If we want to take advantage of the theory of Section 4 we must be sure that all 
stream-sets involved are bounded. Informally, this is checked by the observation 
&at the resolution of an atom yields ly finitely many subgoals. Then we can 
derive from Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 that is continuous. We define 
for P f Prog, y E Eqv and cl, QE Goal. D(P)( y)(c, A cz) is well-defined, provided 
that D(P)(y)(q) and D(P)(y)(q) are bdsurrded. 
The continuity of gtn is important. It guarantees that the function I) will be a 
continuous mapping of functionality Prog + Env + Go *( Subst”‘) or, 
equivalently, Prog + + Eny. Hence, for a fixed program P) has a least 
fixed point which wil he main ingredient for the denotation of the logic program 
R Further details are given in [28]. 
We have developed a powerdomain theory for streams around a certain notion 
of compactness, characierized by notions of closedness and boundedness. These 
notions appeared to be very useful in order to establish continuity results for 
functions that are lifted from streams to sets of streams. Moreover, we discovered 
that compactness i essential for these continuity results in the Smyth powerdomain 
of streams. Allowing noncompact stream-sets leads to discontinuity. 
After an investigation of the basic properties of compact stream-sets, we turned 
to our main problem, viz. the well-definedness and continuity of functions that are 
lifted versions of sontinuous tream-based ones. We proved a thzorem which stated 
that these functions are indeed well-defined and continuous. This general theorem 
was applied in several diverse areas such as uniform concurrency and stream 
programming. Our uniform method is amenable in all cases where compactness i
vailable. 
&ore, noncompact leads to discontinuity of the functions 
Smyth framework. ether in the case of nbounded but closed 
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stream-sets he problem f discontinuity can be evaded by adopt 
ordering instead remains an unsolved question for the present. hough it is clear 
to us that certain specific operators uch as sequential compositi 
do allow such an escape route, we have serious doubts whether this can be 
in general for all lifted functions. The situation of nonclosed (but possibly bounded) 
sets of streams eetx to be even less clear. This is the area of issues of fairness (cf. 
[ 181) and it is also an interestin object of future study. Perhaps Lemmas 3.11 and 
3.17 are still of some use in these situations. 
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